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They found a mouse 
in the farm!

source: logitech.com 2



1 billion mice 
world-wide by 2008

source: computersweekly.com 3
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Rose 66% sales
in history after June 2020

source: reuters.com
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Why Logitech?

Innovation

Logitech is named one 
of the most innovative 
companies in 2020
Fast Company

Design

Winning countless 
designs awards 
including Reddot, iF, 
IDA design awards
Businesswire

Affordable

Ranked one of the 
most affordable and 
reliable devices for 
offices and gaming
Amazon

Sustainability

Eyes on climate 
positivity to reach Net 
Zero by 2030 using 
Renew, Reduce, 
Restore Strategy
Sustainable Brand

*references at the end of the presentation
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New normal Education Community
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New normal Education Community
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New normal Education Community
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All sounded good until...

source: Vox
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Asking questions

*references at the end of the presentation

How much online 
packaging waste 
per year?

Online shopping alone 
generates 5 billion 
items to homes 
worldwide, largely in 
paper envelopes and 
cardboard boxes.
Vox

How much 
packaging waste 
is actually reuse?

In 2018, the recycling 
rate of generated 
packaging and 
containers was 
53.9 percent.

EPA

Why is 
recycling so 
hard?

Surveys show 
Americans are eager to 
recycle but frustrated. 
They’re not sure what 
is recyclable.

NYTimes
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Asking questions

*references at the end of the presentation

How much online 
packaging waste 
per year?

Online shopping alone 
generates 5 billion 
items to homes 
worldwide, largely in 
paper envelopes and 
cardboard boxes.
Vox

How much 
packaging waste 
is actually reuse?

In 2018, the recycling 
rate of generated 
packaging and 
containers was 
53.9 percent.

EPA

Why is 
recycling so 
hard?

Surveys show 
Americans are eager to 
recycle but frustrated. 
They’re not sure what 
is recyclable.

NYTimes

How can 
we reunite 
humans 
with their 
humanity?
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Let’s go back to our roots
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Something as simple as bees

*references at the end of the presentation
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Starting Local: The Bee House!

regular package

origami inspired

home-made sanctuary
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Starting Local: The Bee House!

Locations 
logitech serves 
throughout the 
world
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Starting Small: Farming Program

hands on 
experience

educating the 
importance of 
small acts

bringing 
communities 
together
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Make it a BUZZ!

@bee_nfluencer!

spread the words!

act on it!
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Gut check!

Balance

Understanding the 
importance of the 
technology but 
connecting with each 
other making it more 
human!

Tactile story

Remember the farm 
and the mice? 

Let’s get back to the 
root how these all 
started!

Start Local

The power of starting 
now. How might we 
help consumers not 
just aware but put 
them in action!

Start Small

Small gestures can 
create big impact.

You just got to believe!
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reuniting humans with their humanities



Thanks!

By Mai Prasertbodin
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